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SDSS
Science Archive

Lessons Learned from
the SDSS Catalog Archive Server
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey is one of the first very large archives in astronomy and
other sciences. Experiences gained over the past decade of SDSS Catalog Archive Server
development in software, hardware, and operational issues could provide useful advice for
future archive projects.

T

he Sloan Digital Sky Survey, or
SDSS, is a multi-institution, internationally funded project to map about
half of the northern sky in unprecedented detail with a dedicated 2.5-m telescope
and special-purpose instruments.1 The SDSS
Science Archive resulting from the survey contains the calibrated science data and is published
in two formats: a raw image archive consisting of
approximately 15 Tbytes of binary image files and
accessible via an rsync/wget interface, and an approximately 6-Tbyte catalog archive that is loaded into a relational database management system
(DBMS)2 and is accessible via specialized Webbased tools and SQL query interfaces.
Large multiyear, multiterabyte archive projects
can provide invaluable lessons. Given that SDSS
is just the beginning of a data avalanche in the
sciences, this is a good time to list the insights
gained from the SDSS experience, along with any
advice that might benefit future archive projects.
On behalf of the SDSS Catalog Archive Server
(CAS) team, I have collected the most generally
applicable recommendations regarding software,
hardware, and operational issues here for designers of other large scientific archives.

Software

We strongly recommend that the archive data be
hosted in a DBMS unless
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• the archive project has a large software development budget (unusual for scientific archives),
• there are specific and unusual requirements (such
as high-security or mission-critical data), or
• the data access patterns are unusual and restricted (for example, in some particle physics
data sets, the main type of query is searching
for a few rare events in a huge data set).
A DBMS is the best and most versatile choice for
guaranteeing data integrity, superior data mining capabilities, fast query performance, and high
data availability.
DBMS Vendor Choice

The data repository is by far the most important
part of the archive and the one most difficult to
change or migrate to a new platform. Therefore,
the DBMS must be the most reliable and longestlasting software component. The DBMS vendor’s maturity and stability are critical for a large
archive project’s success. Some disadvantages are
associated with major commercial vendors such
as Microsoft, Oracle, or IBM—for example, their
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products might be much more expensive, and
they might not be responsive to change requests
from a single customer. Nevertheless, there are
considerable advantages beyond financial viability and stability:
• Market competitiveness. A large vendor must remain competitive, so it’s more likely to make
timely upgrades to keep up with market trends.
The DBMS product is also more likely to have
all the essential features.
• Product maturity. An established product from a
large vendor is less likely to have basic and major flaws; otherwise, it wouldn’t have survived in
the market. This is not to say that large vendors
don’t produce buggy products, but such products should be relatively rare, and their problems
(hopefully) are well documented in the literature, so there should be no major surprises.
• Size of development team. DBMS software is
complex enough that a large, well-managed
software development effort is absolutely essential to create, maintain, and support a good
product. A large vendor is much more likely to
meet this requirement.
Several major noncommercial, open source
DBMS products—including MySQL (www.
mysql.com) and PostGreSQL (www.postgresql.
org)—have done well in the DBMS market, have
a significant installed base, and have a feature set
that’s increasingly competitive with commercial
DBMSs. An open source DBMS would be a good
option in my view, as long as the product can
meet the scientific requirements and can be demonstrably scaled up or scaled out to the size of
the archive under consideration. Not all DBMS
products offer the scientific programmability
and floating-point support that are critical for
scientific archives, and certainly not all are scalable to the same degree. In opting for an open
source DBMS, the same overall considerations
apply: make sure there’s enough long-term stability, maturity, and development support behind
the product to keep up with the demands of the
growing archive.
In the case of SDSS, the choice of a commercial DBMS vendor was a result of two coincidental
developments: our inability to meet the performance requirements with our original choice of
an  object-oriented DBMS3 (which should also
serve as a cautionary tale for those intending to
adopt an object-oriented DBMS platform), and
our serendipitous collaboration with Jim Gray
(Microsoft Research) and the consequential port
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of the SDSS early data release (EDR) data to SQL
Server as an alternate (test) platform.
Although we didn’t have the resources to do a
comparative evaluation of the available DBMS
products at the time, we did learn the lesson that
a major vendor of a mature DBMS technology
was a much better choice. There’s no question
that we benefited tremendously from the “divine
help” that Gray was able to provide us in porting, maintaining, and tuning the SDSS catalog
archive in SQL Server. But without the advanced
query optimization capabilities, extensive programmability (functions and stored procedures),
and native floating-point (single- and double-precision) support that were built into SQL Server,
we wouldn’t have stuck with this platform for
very long.
SQL Server also happens to have considerably
cheaper licensing terms (especially for academic
institutions) than most of its major competitors in
the DBMS market, a fact that is of no small importance for the tight budgets of most scientific
archives. On the other hand, it isn’t available for
non-Windows platforms, which is also important
in the scientific market.
Although we have received several requests
for the SDSS catalog data from others wishing
to port it to different DBMS platforms, to date
we are unaware of a single successful port of
the full SDSS catalog data and functionality to
a platform other than SQL Server. We believe
this is due to the data size and the schema complexity, with its large number of functions and
stored procedures.2
Making the Most of the DBMS

Because it’s likely that the DBMS will be the most
expensive component in the project, it makes
sense to make it work for you as much as possible.
Modern relational DBMS products have come a
long way and now offer many features not traditionally associated with databases.
Move the Analysis Inside the DBMS

In the large-data paradigm, avoid moving data
unnecessarily as much as possible; modern relational databases provide the capabilities necessary to do a lot of the computation inside the
database, right next to the data. Besides, databases are exceptionally good at returning only
the data necessary for a given task and returning
it fast. We’ve relentlessly employed the mantra
“bring the analysis to the data” instead of the
other (traditional) way around, and we believe
this has served us well.
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Minimize Custom Software Development

Our first version of the CAS was unsuccessful
for two main reasons: the commercial object-oriented DBMS had severe performance flaws, and it
required us to develop too much software outside
the DBMS to meet the science archive requirements (including a query manager and a query optimizer). We were so overwhelmed with the size
of the data that it was beyond our capabilities to
develop additional custom software components
to handle the query processing.
In fairness, the relational DBMS products
available at the time also lacked some of the features that we needed (such as advanced query
optimization), and our lack of resources to devote to software development were a result of
underestimating the impact of the data size and
underbudgeting for the software effort (2.5 fulltime development resources). However, because
this is likely to be a chronic condition in large
science archive projects, we strongly recommend
minimizing any custom software development as
a rule of thumb.
True Cost of Software Development

A DBMS is admittedly a blunt instrument for certain computational tasks, and a better, faster way
to do specific complex computational tasks often
exists outside the database, via custom software.
However, try this only with a full appreciation
of custom software’s true cost and always keep
in mind that the data’s sheer size will tax every
available resource. No matter how innovative and
efficient the custom software might be, there are
good reasons to avoid this beyond the strain it
places on the operations and development effort.
First, it’s notoriously hard to benchmark performance in such a way that the benchmarks are
applicable to changing hardware conditions (such
as load), configurations, and platforms. A piece
of code might perform extremely well in isolated
tests and not so well under real conditions.
You also need to budget maintenance and support of software developed in-house for the project’s duration. In conjunction with this, complex
software can become a liability once the original
developers have moved on. This is common in
academia, where students and postdoctoral associates often develop the software.
The bottom line is that science archive projects
that lack the proper infrastructure and manpower
shouldn’t be in the business of developing major
software products unless absolutely no other option is available. Software development should be
left to the professionals as much as possible.
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Don’t Reinvent the Wheel

This point is related to my two previous recommendations, but it’s worth reiterating. To minimize the development effort, tools and interfaces
must utilize off-the-shelf software products as
much as possible. Traditionally, the scientific community is reluctant to spend money on commercial
software and tends to build ad hoc software. In the
long run, however, buying off-the-shelf products
ends up being significantly cheaper than in-house
development. Only very large labs and academic
institutes can afford to maintain professional software development shops that can cost-effectively
produce high-quality, reliable software.
Using and adapting existing standards falls into
much the same category. SQL might not be a
good fit for all applications and certainly isn’t the
scientific community’s preferred choice. However, its wide acceptance as the lingua franca of
the database world makes it the best choice for
querying the database rather than developing a
nonstandard, expensive, and potentially performance-degrading layer between the user and the
data. There were other emerging and existing
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards
that we decided to adopt along the way to provide
some of our services, such as SOAP/XML Web
services. This approach has benefited us tremendously, and we certainly recommend it to those
designing other large archives.

Hardware

Although we don’t have any reason to recommend
specific hardware vendors or configurations for
large data sets, some technologies worked well for
us, and we found some general guidelines useful.
CPU and Disk

For the Web servers, we’re using Intel Xeon 2.8GHz processors (Dell PowerEdge 1750 or other
manufacturer, such as SuperMicro) with 2 Gbytes
of RAM. For the database servers (Data Release
6), we have dual-core AMD Opteron 248 2-GHz
processors with approximately 4 Gbytes of RAM.
We have a cluster of three Web servers for load
balancing and high availability, and several database servers for each data release. SQL Server (especially 2005) makes good use of multiple CPUs,
so quad-core and higher machines provide scalable performance for CPU-intensive queries.
However, the vast majority of our queries are
I/O-bound, so the sequential I/O speed is the most
important metric for us. We’ve been using serial
advanced technology attachment (SATA) disks
for all the recent data releases. They’re set up as
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no a priori indication that there would be a performance problem in practice. In particular, we
found RAID 5 to be unacceptably slow during
index rebuilds (these operations were much faster
with RAID 10), and the disks were generally more
likely to fail (possibly owing to a complex RAID
algorithm). Things were also slow during recovery and rebuild of a degraded disk.
Industry experts in the database field also
warned us against using RAID 5. The wisest strategy is to assume that you’re going to lose disks, or
at least blocks on a disk, and use mirroring (RAID
10) for maximum fault tolerance. The additional
disks are well worth the extra price.
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Figure 1. Copies of the SDSS Archive that are necessary for
maintaining high availability. We needed three copies for production
and three spare copies for development, testing, and replication and
distribution to mirrors.

redundant arrays of independent disks (RAID 0)
for the load servers, for data ingest where we need
maximum read and write throughput. For the
production servers, where we need decent read
performance and fault tolerance, we use RAID
10. Earlier in the project, we used small computer
system interface (SCSI) and parallel ATA drives,
but now only the Web servers have SCSI, whereas
all the database servers have 3Ware SATA drives.
We also looked into the storage-area-network
(SAN) option a few years ago, but at that time,
the price/performance ratio was too high for us.
We are also considering serial attached SCSI now
for the upcoming releases of SDSS-II and looking
ahead to SDSS-III.
We tested RAID 5 for our production configuration but decided it wasn’t a good option because
the write throughput was considerably lower and
wasn’t reliable enough to justify the performance
hit. This might have been a specific problem
with the controllers we were using (3Ware), but
they performed well in benchmarks so we had
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Maintaining a reasonably fault-tolerant production environment while allowing for smooth and
efficient data loading requires a certain minimum
amount of disk storage. As Figure 1 shows, in addition to the loadserver, three copies of each data
set are kept spinning on disk: the two production copies (one live and one warm spare) and the
legacy copy that contains all the data served up
to date. We maintain a ping-pong configuration
for the loading—that is, we alternate between two
servers so that while one of them is being loaded,
the other is pressed into service as the live production server. To store backups of the task databases that are created during the loading process,
each server must have twice the amount of storage
required to store one copy of the archive. Generally, it’s also a good idea to have this amount of
spare storage in case recovering the database from
a backup (temporarily requiring twice the amount
of space) is necessary. This means that in addition
to the space required for the legacy copies, disk
storage equal to at least five times the size of the
archive must be available.
Our experience has shown that even this sometimes isn’t enough if we allow for disk fragmentation, disk errors, and so on. We recommend
having six times the space required for one instance of the archive to be available. This might
sound like a lot, but when dealing with terabyte
data sets, you want to avoid having to reload the
databases or having to copy them from one server
to another as much as possible. Shuffling data between servers to make room isn’t a good option.
As an example, copying the BestDR6 3-Tbyte
database from one server to the other takes the
better part of two days, even with Gigabit Ethernet! The bottom line is that for high availability
and less operational headaches, we recommend
six copies in all of any given data set, with at least
Computing in Science & Engineering
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Figure 2. SDSS production server configuration at Fermilab, showing Web and database servers. Offline servers hosting spare
copies of the data sets are not shown.

three of them on fast disks (the remaining copies
can be on slower media).
Separate Web and Database Servers

For several reasons, not the least of which is security, we advise having separate Web and database servers so that user connections are made
only to the Web servers and the database servers
stay offline. This is also recommended for load
balancing, of course. For popular data access sites
handling several hundreds of thousands of Web
hits per day or more, a cluster of Web servers connected to a layer of database servers will be necessary, as we have for the main SDSS site. Figure 2
shows our current configuration, which includes
MyDB servers for the CasJobs/MyDB query
workbench service4 and load segregation (separating quick queries from long, intensive queries) for
better utilization of resources.
Disk Failure Rates

We experience at least a 5 to 10 percent annual
failure rate for disks. Of the more than 20 servers in service at Fermilab, at any given time one
or two have disk problems, and the disks either
must be replaced or the RAID must be rebuilt.
Although this is anecdotal evidence, Carnegie
Mellon scientists recently found failure rates up
to 13 percent in a 2007 study,5 much higher than
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manufacturers’ claims. A study by Google found
similar failure rates: an 8 to 10 percent annual failure rate for two- to three-year-old disks.6 At supercomputing centers with large disk farms (such
as the US National Center for Supercomputing
Applications), even higher failure rates can occur,
partly because disks in the same manufacturing
batch tend to fail at the same time.
From a performance viewpoint, disks in the
same batch might work better together, but they
also tend to fail together. What all this means for
archive administrators is that having extra copies
of the data is crucial for high availability.
Moore’s Law

Even if hardware performance increases at
Moore’s law rates, that doesn’t mean that it’s economically feasible for a large archive project to
keep upgrading hardware at the rate necessary to
keep up with the latest technology and performance enhancements. In SDSS, typically more
than 80 percent of our servers and disks are more
than two years old at any given time. As I mentioned earlier, disks tend to be replaced far more
often than entire servers.

Operational Recommendations

We have a few other recommendations that large
scientific archive projects might find useful.
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Our analysis of the first five years of the SDSS
CAS usage illustrates the kind of information
and analysis that’s possible when archive usage is
tracked and logged to a weblog database.7 However, there are several other reasons why fastidiously
logging all user activity is important. We’ve found
that the SDSS traffic database has helped us in the
following important ways:
• Usage/traffic profiles are a great management
resource. Statistics and trends derived from
the usage data are invaluable for funding proposals and reviews. They help management
decide if the archive is meeting user requirements. They are also useful to monitor the impact of press releases or articles about SDSS.
• The traffic data can be used for resource management and load balancing. We have used it
occasionally to find crawlers and inconsiderate
users that hog resources and make the system
unusable for others. We have also used it to
track server performance.
• Analyzing the user SQL queries can guide schema and interface design. We have looked at how
often the SDSS photo flags were being used and
if users were able to get clean photometry data.
Another important check was to see if users were
filtering out invalid data values properly.
• Studying user queries revealed users’ level of
comfort with SQL. We were able to assess how
quickly users were learning SQL and what fraction of users could formulate complex queries.
• Tracking failed queries and errors uncovers
bugs in the system. Even looking at the incidence of HTTP error codes is a quick way to
find broken links or services.
• Analyses of the usage and performance data
guide mirror site design. It was useful for prospective mirror sites to budget hardware for
their user communities.
Operational Databases

In addition to the science data, it’s a good idea to
stuff the operational and commissioning-test data
into the DBMS to facilitate operations, quality
assurance, and testing. This can be in a separate
database if necessary. Pipeline inputs and outputs
can also be tested efficiently if the data is in a database. SDSS has an operational database called
OpDB, and even though it isn’t a relational database, it helps SDSS scientists run tests, plan
spectroscopic targeting, and perform other operations. In general, the faster you get your data into
a DBMS, the better.
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Data Releases

Most archives will need to release data at least
periodically during the data collection phase. If
there will be official data releases, they should be
planned and budgeted with the knowledge that
they will have to be supported indefinitely. Data,
once published, cannot be retracted and should be
considered immutable, especially because it will
be used in research publications. As such, there
will usually be a need to maintain online access
to multiple data releases simultaneously (as Figure
2 shows). It’s often cleaner to do it this way than
to subsume older releases in new ones. It’s also
important to optimize the data loading process
and pipeline for such periodic incremental data
releases.8 These considerations argue for having
the smallest number of data releases necessary to
meet the scientific requirements.
Data Distribution

Distributing the data to mirror sites and even individual users can take a considerable slice out of
the archive’s operational budget. Allocating resources for this ahead of time is important. We’ve
been lucky that the National Center for Data
Mining at the University of Illinois, Chicago, has
agreed to serve as our official data distribution site
(http://sdss.ncdm.uic.edu). NCDM has developed
UDT, a fast UDP-based peer-to-peer (P2P) data
transfer protocol, along with an application called
Sector that can transport data at several times the
maximum speed achievable with TCP/IP. Using
Sector, researchers transported the 1.3-Tbyte
BestDR5 (compressed) data set from the University of Illinois, Chicago, to the SC ’06 floor
in Tampa, Florida, with a sustained data transfer
rate of 8 Gbytes/s over a 10 Gbytes/s link, and a
peak rate of 9.18 Gbytes/s.9
Without some such fast protocol that makes it
easier to squeeze the maximum performance out
of TCP/IP and a data distribution site that has
high-bandwidth connections to the rest of the
world, distributing terabyte or larger data sets to
mirror sites can be a real challenge, if not impossible. In fact, such a fast data transport protocol
can be invaluable even for making local copies
for backup or load balancing, which can take days
even with Gigabit Ethernet. Our experience is
that with TCP/IP alone, the data transfer starts
off at wire speed, but the speed drops off at some
point, and most of the data is copied at a fraction
of the maximum speed available. At the very least,
the resources (personnel and hardware) required
for massive data distribution must be part of the
archive planning.
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T

he SDSS project has just completed
its first two phases—SDSS-I and
SDSS-II—and is now poised to begin a significantly different science
program with SDSS-III (www.sdss3.org). The
final data release for SDSS-II is DR7. In spite
of some missteps and hard lessons learned, this
ground-breaking multi-institution, international
project, and the resulting science archive have
been an amazing success and should serve as a
model in many ways for future and much larger
archive projects.
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